Drive ElectricTN

EV EXPERIENCE
We can host a

Corporate

Electric Vehicle
Experience
at your business

Let our EV ambassadors educate your staff about the benefits of
electric cars, show them what models are available, point out local
charge points, and let them test drive an EV and experience the
thrill of constant torque.
We’ll provide interactive information sessions, answer your
questions and address employee concerns, and bring multiple
types of EVs with us for your staff to drive for themselves.

Why drive an electric vehicle?
Promote environmental responsbility
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Show your organization’s good corporate
citizenship by promoting clean fuel commuting
options to staff

EVs have zero tailpipe emissions, save owners money on fuel
costs, and there are more choices than ever before. Most of
all, they’re genuinely fun to drive!

Why work with us?
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No cost to your company
We’ve partnered with dealers, manufacturers,
and educators to bring the EV experience to you
free of charge.

We’ve got nearly two decades of experience working with
alternative fuels, have statewide partnerships with major EV
manufacturers, and bring our passion about electric cars to
everything we do.

Book an EV Experience with us today
Jonathan, Daniel, and Brittany
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Experience the thrill of driving an EV
Electric vehicles have constant torque and
handle better than any car you’ve ever driven.
We promise: you’ve never had such fun behind
the wheel.

TNCleanFuels.org
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(865) 974-9665
evexperience@etcleanfuels.org
www.TNCleanFuels.org
311 Conference Center Building, Knoxville TN

We bring a ready-made team
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ETCleanFuels has pulled together electric vehicle OEM
and dealership partners to deliver an EV Experience that
will allow staff at your business to drive several different
all-electric or plug-in-hybrid electric vehicles.

We cover all of the costs
There is no cost to your business or employees to
host and participate in the EV Experience.

We want to get you behind the wheel
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Our primary goal is to put your staff behind the wheel of
an EV so that they can be enlightened to the benefits of
electric vehicles, both for them and for the community
and world.

Drive ElectricTN

EV EXPERIENCE
Business size doesn’t matter
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We will work with businesses that have less than 50 employees all the way up to companies that have thousands of
employees, and cater the event at your site to your business
and employees.

We’ll cover EV charging, too
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The Experience will include discussion on EV
charging: How do you charge your EV at home?
Where are public EV charging stations in your area?
What can a Workplace Charging program or plan look
like for your business?

